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Special Collection: Rhythms of the Earth

Indigenous and rural communities have contributed the least to today’s
climate crisis, yet they are facing and overcoming profound losses with
climate change, which is altering the ecological cycles that they depend
on. Read articles from the special collection, Rhythms of the Earth, in

AGU’s GeoHealth journal.
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Submissions for session topics are now
open for the Triennial Earth-Sun
Summit, 7-12 April 2024. #TESS24, the
premier conference for the heliophsyics
community, will be held in the path of
totality during the solar eclipse in
Dallas, TX. Submit a session topic by 7
June.
 

SUBMIT

 

 

 

April showers bring May flowers, and
what do May flowers bring? New issues
of Eos! It’s the fast and the curious this
month: catch up with fast plasma jets
and galloping glaciers. We also take a
look at how climate change is
contributing to a more urgent need for
mental health resources.
 

 

 

 

 

Submit your session and town hall
proposals for the 2024 Ocean Sciences
Meeting, the flagship conference for the
greater ocean sciences community.
#OSM24, taking place 18-23 February
in New Orleans, is an Endorsed Decade
Action program with the United Nations
Decade of Ocean Science for
Sustainable Development. Submit a
session or a town hall by 24 May.
 

SUBMIT

 

 

 

Enjoy free access to this quarter’s
complimentary eBook, Dayside
Magneto spheric Interactions, which
explores the processes and phenomena
of Earth's dayside magnetosphere. Log
in to your AGU member profile to
access this member benefit.
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Manhattan sinking under
weight of NYC
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Stubborn Precariously
Balanced Rocks hold up
in quake
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Python Workshops
 

Take your coding to the next level! Build your
scientific computing skills with these 4-week
Python courses offered by AGU in partnership
with Don't Use This Code. The next cohort
begins on 31 May. Sign up for the information
session on 22 May to learn more!

 

 

SIGN UP

 

 

Upcoming Deadline & Events
 

 

15-19 May: AGU Chapman on Hydrothermal Circulation and Seawater
Chemistry

24 May: Deadline to submit a session or town hall proposal for the Ocean
Sciences Meeting 2024

28 May-2 Jun: AGU Chapman on Advances in Understanding Alfven
Waves in the Sun and the Heliosphere

7 June: Deadline to submit a session topic for the Triennial Earth-Sun
Summit 2024

11 July: AGU Michael H. Freilich Student Visualization Competition
Program Application Opens

20 July: The Triennial Earth-Sun Summit Abstracts Open #TESS24
 

 

 

 

 

AGU in the News
 

 

Common handheld magnets can erase crucial data in ancient meteorites.
Sky & Telescope, 3 May. JGR Planets

Huge Malaspina Glacier is positioned to be a big contributor to sea-level
rise. Alaska Beacon, 2 May 2023. JGR Earth Surface
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Hidden oceans could be lurking deep within Uranus’ moons. Popular
Science, 8 May. JGR Planets

Gravity Anomalies Lead to Discovery of Vast Unknown Mountain Ranges
Under the Ocean. Vice, 3 May 2023. Earth and Space Science.

Uranus' 4 biggest moons may have buried oceans of salty water.
SPACE.com, 5 May. JGR Planets
 

 

AGU is a global community supporting more than half a million advocates
and professionals in the Earth and space sciences.
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